We improve on some results of SUNDT (1982) on the asymptotic behaviour of compound negative binomial distributions.
The condition of ultimate monotonicity was needed because the proof in SUNDT (1982) used a Tauberian argument. In this note we want to prove that under (1) and (2) Of course condition (2) is only needed to get a non-trivial statement in (3). The proof of the theorem differs entirely from the one given in SUNDT (1982) and essentially hinges on the following recent Blackwell type theorem for generalised renewal measures. 
PROPOSITION 2 (EMBRECHTS, MAEJIMA AND OMEY (1984), Theorem la). Let a be a positive function such that a(x) = x^L(x), /3 > -1 and L slowly varying (that is, for all t > 0, L(tx) ~ L(x) as x^ oo). Let F be non-lattice. Then for all h>0,
(4) X a(n)P{x<S n^x +h}~ hfi~^' l a(x),
Vh>0: H(y + h)-H(y)~hv-a a(y),
In this last expression, we use a(-) defined on the positive real numbers, this can be achieved most easily by a(x) = a{ [x~\) where [ ] denotes integer part.
Therefore by uniform convergence:
Ve>03>'*: v>5=y* and V/i,0«fc=£l, say:
^1
Take now x^y = y*(e), A>0 fixed then it follows from (5) and (6) A similar argument, replacing (1 + e) by ( 1 -e ) , proves the converse inequality (=5). Letting e|0 we get as
The theorem follows since
Obviously, there is no mistery in assuming p n to be negative binomial. The proof easily extends to more general situations. To give the reader some idea of the generality of our approach, below we present a fairly straightforward extension of our Theorem. For further details, the reader is referred to TEUGELS (1985) in which these and related questions in insurance will be discussed.
For instance, suppose p n = P{N = n} satisfies the following property: there exist fi > 1, L slowly varying and y e R such that fi In general, the behaviour of P{X > x} will depend on the relationship between the asymptotic behaviour of P{N> n} and 1 -F(x) as n, x-*oo. A multitude of results exist, these are all reviewed in TEUGELS (1985) . In a forthcoming paper, we also plan to return to the lattice case (i.e., when the claim size distribution is discrete).
